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Full Text Superzone of Message
1 GLOBAL
2 1 "panorama" Incl kondrashov on situation in baltic states (6 mion, sent);

taratuta video report on anti-war sentiments of san francisco public,
video showing anti-war demonstrations in city, participants carrying demo
slogans (5 min); kondrashov proceeds to say that despite taratuta report
public opinion in usa is supporting bush's initiatives in gulf (4 min); s.

iezuitov video report from paris on french public's reaction to gulf war
(4 min); kondrashov is quoting cheney that war may last longer than first
thought, kalyagin video report from Washington showing more anti-war
demonstrations, this time in u.s. capital and intvw with demonstrators (8
min); zheleznyak video report from romania showing enormous rally and
clashes with police in recent past, opposition after revolutin losing
support among population, hq of opposition shown, with zhelenyak wondering
what part of public it represents (5 min); viktor nogin video report from
albania on way life is improving there, incl intvw with chairman of
albanian chamber of commerce about possibility of market in albania (3
min) . ( tv 1458)

3 2 "point of view": vsevolod mikhaylov on french left-wing disagreement
over gulf war, as right want to see france more heavily involved
militarily, attacking defense minister especially for his lack of
enthusiasm for war (4 min); anon interviews two participants of moscow
conference of soviet peace movement, (rpt enginter 251810, item 8 on 25
jan list); "france and belgium as seen by soviet press": pravda publishes
roundup of inti reaction, including belgian reaction, to gorbachev's
statement on tragic events in lithuania and latvia; pravda reports
publication of booklet on gorbachev's visit to france in October '90;

izvestiya devotes article to soviet-french open contract concerning
processing of foreign raw materials at Siberian chemical complex; nedelya
reviews work of french contemporary painter exhibiting at pushkin museum
(4 min), (frenchinter 251800)

4 3 "update": soviet press review: gulf dominated press: outrage at Iraqi
attack on Israel but many arab press reports speak of admiration in arab
circles for attack; plo executive stated aims of war are changing to
include overthrow of saddam; there has been discussion of possible effects
of attacks on reactors and chemical plants; soviet dailies underline
importance of Palestinian issue drawing attention that unsc resolutions on
Palestinian problem not implemented (6 min); anon gives details of press
conference in moscow given by group of soviet writers on various issues
affecting country, like ethnic issue for example; concern expressed over
nationalities problem but on other hand some writers warned against panic
and were optimistic (3 min); boris belitskiy on purpose and implementation
of govt measures withdrawing large denomination banknotes from circulation
(rpt enginter 242000, item 133 on 24 jan list); anon gives details of
decision by moscow branches of two rsfsr parties, the republican and the
social democratic, to merge: joint stmts on decision quoted on their
reasons being their common goals and policies; spokesman for social
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democratic party quoted saying he thought unification would afect whole
party, not just in moscow, congress of party to be held next april (4

min), (enginter 0810 0000)
5 4 reports from Czechoslovakia and mongolia: prague corr vladimir taranov

on developments in Czechoslovak economy in 1990; ulaanbaatar corr vladimir
karolyev reports on competition for best mongolian products of 1990, won
by a tv set. (3 min, overall: Spanish 2100)

6 5 moscow mailbag: incl jo adamov's reply to questions from listener in san
francisco, information given on glasnost, saying it has not come to an
end; ussr's stand on persian gulf war; tragic events in the Ukraine caused
by Stalin'S collectivisation policy, (enginter 2300)

7 6 "encounter club" feature letters from brazilian listeners acknowledged;
report on congress of foreign immigrants in ussr. (16 min, incl music:
portbraz 0000)

8 TB2701131591TAKEI
9 DISARM/PEACE
10 7 anon interviews two participants of moscow conference of soviet peace

movement, (rpt enginter 251810, item 8 on 25 jan list) (engna 0000
Spanish 252100 hungarian 252000)

11 8 boris (nechayev) of soviet committee for peace, disarmament and
ecological safety in seas and oceeuis, gives his opinion re issue of
turning world oceans into regions of peace in view of gulf war, question
being whether it is possible to ensure security at time when naval weapons
remain intact, given that there are many sea-based nuclear weapons,
touching on paris charter for new europe and its role in resolving issue
of naval disarmament and environmental protection. (3.5 min: enginter
1210 1510 1810 2110 Spanish 2100 persian 1500 greek 2000 bulgaria 1600
polish 1600 serbo 2000 mand 1400 vie t 1200 tamll 1400)

12 9 anon on peace movement meeting in moscow. (3 min: mand 252200)
13 UNITED STATES
14 10 reports on bessmertnykh' s remarks to journalists at vnukovo-2 airport

prior to his departure for usa. (4 min, sent: home 1200; 500 text: tassr
1238; 450 text: tasse 1326 tassr 0918; 4-3 min: enginter 1810 2110 spanla
2300 Spanish 2100; 1.5 min: greek 2000; brief: enginter 1000 1100 1200
1300 1400 1500 1600 1700 1800 1900 2000 2100 2200 Spanish 2100 arabic 1500
polish 1600 serbo 2000)

15 11 report over video of bessmertnykh leaving for new york, incl video
intvw with bessmertnykh prior to his departure. (3 min: tv 1530 1800)

16 12 reports on bessmertnykh' s statement to press on his arrival in
Washington. (250 text sent: tasse 2202 tassr 2128; 4 min: enginter 2300)

17 13 bessmertny^ replies to tass corrs questions on his expectations re

talks with bush and baker. (250 text, sent: tassr 2235)
18 14 yuriy solton on visit to usa by soviet foreign minister bessmertnykh.

(3.5 min, sent: enginter 1210 1510 persian 1500 bulgarian 1600 romanian
1700 polish 1600 serbo 2000 mand 1400 viet 1200 1400 lao 1030 1330 camb
1100 1230 indo 1530 bur 1430 tamil 1400; anon: greek 2000)

19 15 aleksandr barabeychik intvws susan eisenhower, grandaughter of former
u.s. president, (rpt enginter 190000, item 9 on 19 jan list) (engna 0000)

20 AMERICAS
21 16 vladimir borisov talks about important role played by soviet sailors in

strengthening ussr-brazilian ties, sailor's tales about brazil to

alexander I encouraged him to establish ties. (10 min: portbraz 0000)
22 17 (name indistinct) on aid granted to ussr by cuban laboratory
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( tecnosuma) . (4 min: spancuba 0130)
23 18 (name indistinct) on book by (tatiana petrova) released in ussr which

compiles history of cuban film industry. (5 min: spancuba 0130)
24 19 pedro clavijo reports from bogota on killing of Colombian reporter

diana turbay when police tried to rescue her from drug traffickers. (3.5

min: spanla 2300)
25 20 anselmo septiem intvws outgoing Colombian amb to ussr guillermo plazas,

who says that mutual relations are good and trade prospects improving.

(3.5 min: spanla 2300)
26 21 Viktor druga reports from mexico on movement for legalization of

abortion. (3 min: spanla 0000)
27 22 (aleksandr grafov) reports from lima on president fujimori's

confidential letter to u.s. govt proposing new strategy to fight drug
trafficking, although letter is confidential, lima dailies are commenting
on importance of this move, report on dailies' coverage of this issue. (3

min: spanla 2300)
28 GERMANY
29 23 tass report from berlin on opening of 2d congress of pds. (approx 400

words: tassr 1655)
30 TB2701131691TAKE2
31 24 anatoliy stepkin reports from berlin on second congress of pds, quoting

report on political program and party's strategy by gregor gysi, chairman
of pds, delegates of congress took part in mass anti-war meeting at

aleksandr platz during break in work of congress. (3 min: mayak 1730)
32 25 (viktor sukhov) on art exhibition held in moscow entitled "fall of

berlin wall.” (3 min: spanla 2300)
33 VEST EUROPE
34 26 Sergey bogoslovskiy interviews alistair robertson, export coordinator

of coats viyella. (rpt enginter 252000, item 23 on 25 jan list) (enginter

2000)
35 27 anon on cultural events organized in ussr this year to mark 125th

anniversary of french writer remain rolland and interest in his work in

the country. (6 min: frenchinter 251800)
36 28 "soviet-french friendship newsreel." (rpt frenchinter 221800, item 17

on 23 jan list) (251800)
37 AFRICA
38 29 "africa as we see it": vladimir borisov on creation of somall national

salvation committee in rome, noting factor uniting opposition groups today
is their common enemy-president barre, who finds himself besieged in his
capital and witness to an alliance of his opponents (4 min); third in

series of talks by nikolay (kosukhin) on way to fight african misfortunes
(rpt enginter 251630, item 26 on 25 jan list) (enginter 251930)

39 30 "africa as we see it": vladimir valentinov on auic decision to launch

campaign of mass action against apartheid system on 1 £eb (rpt enginter
231630, item 19 on 23 jan list); third talks by nikolay (kosukhin) on how
to fight african misfortunes (rpt enginter 251630, item 26 on 25 jan
list), (enginter 0630)

40 31 "africa as we see it": closing talk by prof nikolay (kosukhin) asking
is there any future for democratic socialism in africa, after analyzing
the pros and cons concludes future of africans depended on themselves and
their leaders (4.5 min); novosti observer aleksandr (kubilatskiy) on
problems of integration within africa (rpt enginter 211630, item 20 on 21

jan list) (enginter 1630)
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41 32 "ussr-africa, contacts and contracts.” (rpt enginter 221630, item 28 on
22 jan list) (enginter 1630)

42 33 ”program for radio moscov listseners' clubs in africa.” (rpt enginter
181930, item 23 on 19 jan list) (enginter 251930)

43 PERSIAN GULF
44 34 round-up undatelined tass reports on gulf situation, (approx 750

words: tassr 0835; approx 700 words: tassr 1530; approx 950 words: tassr
1953)

45 35 stv intvw with soviet missile forces chief mikhalkin, warning israq's
missile potential not exhausted and unpredictability re outcome of gulf
war. (2 min, ed report sent: tv 1800; approx 100 words: tassr 1920;
brief: enginter 2300)

46 36 anon intvw with soviet academician mikhail kapitsa, pegged, (rpt
portbraz 252300, item 34 on 25 jan list) (portbraz 0000 Spanish 252100
Urdu 1100 hind 1200 camb 1100)

47 37 anon "about the costs which humanity pays because of war in the gulf,”
figures released by u.s. congressional budget office suggest u.s. spends
one billion dollars per day, it is expected that war will cost u.s.
seventeen billion dollars per month, (arable 251600)

48 38 Sergey koshkin on economic consequences of gulf crisis in view of
registeringof new price link for oil, contending any military conflict has
economic consequences for whole world especially price of oil, touching on
levels of extraction and consumption and opec's role in stabilizing prices
and consumption. (3.5 min: enginter 1210 1510 1810 2110 spanla 2300
Spanish 2100 arable 1500 persian 1500 bulgarian 1600 romanian 1700 polish
1600 serbo 2000 korean 1100; anon: indo 1530 bur 1430 camb 1230 lao 1330)

49 39 (pyotr kolvankov) reports from Caracas on people's reaction to persian
gulf conflict. (3 min: spanla 2300)

50 TB2701131791TAKE3
51 40 gaston vargas on economic, political, social and ecological effects

Persian gulf war will have on world population. (3 min: spanla 0000)
52 41 second part of vladimir stigneyev intvw with cuban vice foreign

minister rual roa on well-known cuban position re persian gulf conflict,
based on respect for un resolutin calling for iraq to withdraw from kuwait
but against military action because it will lead nowwhere, overall solutin
to mideast problem must be found. (6 min: spanla 2300)

53 42 anon on southeast asian countries reaction to gulf war. (3 min: mand
1000)

54 43 (rustam glonin) dispatch from Islamabad saying Pakistani prime
minister's gulf mission is aimed at initiating peace efforts as well as
pacifying domestic opposition, (rpt urdu 251100, item 39 on 25 jan list)
(urdu 1100)

55 44 "gulf update.” (rpt tv 251800, item 33 on 25 jan list) (tv 1530)
56 45 m. osokin report over videos on latest combat in guyl. (3 min: tv

1800)
57 MIDEAST
58 46 third in series of interviews with expert in historical science "the

gulf crisis and the Palestinian issue," re situation in occupied
territories, (arabic 1600)

59 47 intvw with Syrian students in ussr who talk about their studies and
daily life in the country, (arabic 1500)

60 48 named corr's dispatch on concert to be held in athens 30 jan, depicts
life and cultural career of four violinists comprising the group. (4 min.
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incl music: greek 2000)
61 SOUTH ASIA
62 49 borls biragov on work of clearance of mines in afghanistan. (rpt

enginter 251210, item 46 on 25 jan list) (3 min: enginter 0000 Spanish
252100 mand 1000 1400 camb 1100 thai 1300)

63 50 gorbachev greetings to ramasvamy venkatarama, president of india and
Chandra shekhar, prime minister of republic, on 41st anniversary of
proclamation of republic of india. (cov pmu) (brief: enginter 0800 0900
1000 1100 1200 1300 1400 1500 1600 1700 1800 1900 spanla 2300 Spanish
252100 2100 polish 1600 mand 1000 viet 1200 1400 camb 1100 bur 1200 indo
1100 Urdu 1100 tamil 1400 bur 1430 hind 1200)

64 51 anon on Indian constitution day. (5 min: korean 0900)
65 52 (kandrajiyev) on india's independence day, reviewing India's inti role

by looking at sov-indian ties. (3 min: mand 1000}
66 53 gennadiy vasiliyev pegged to Indian republic day, recalling age-old

ties between india and ussr, their contribution to global peace, and their

identical views on several global issues, including gulf war. (5 min:

Urdu 1100 hind 1200 viet 1400)
67 54 yegor demichev pegged to republic day of india, noting improvement of

india's relations with neighboring countires, pointing out growing ties

between india and ussr and their common stand on several global issues.

(4 min: tamil 1400)
68 55 aleksey kondratev re india's natl day, on situation in india and

problems faced by Indian people, soviet stance toward india's problems and
indian-soviet relations recalled euid praised, indian foreign minister
quoted on these relations, (arabic 1600)

69 56 intvw with (mustafa abid khan), bangladeshi student organization chief
in ussr, who is studying in moscow, narrating his experience and
impression of stay and study in ussr. (10 min: beng 1530)

70 CHINA
71 57 anon on student exchange with china, citing intvw with khabarovsk

student on visit to china. (4 min: mand 0700)
72 TB2701131891TAKE4
73 58 "along path of friendship": anon on acad coop between research center

on world econ, inti ties in moscow city with similar center in china (4.5
min); anon on sov-chi joint enterprise which produces thermos (4.5 min);

intvw with sov acupuncture expert (4 min); ^ulon on Chinese goods dept in
moscow state supermarket (4 min). (17 min overall: mand 1000 1400)

74 ASIAN COMMUNIST
75 59 anon on un debate at unhq on cambodistn refugee problem, (rpt viet

251400, item 53 on 25 jan list) (5-4 min: viet 1200 camb 1100 1230 mand
0700 indo 1100 burm 1430 thai 1300)

76 60 anon on efforts to normalize situation in cambodia. (rpt camb 231230,
item 53 on 23 jan list) (indo 1530)

77 61 (leonod isinmov), head foreign lav relations and coop soviet of soviet
justice ministry, on coop between soviet ministry and justice ministries
of laos and Vietnam, (rpt lao 251330, item 55 on 25 jan list) (lao 1030)

78 62 igor shishilin on soviet-lao coop in building bridges in laos. (rpt

lao 231030, item 55 on 23 jan list) (lao 1330)
79 63 Vladimir karalyov on mongolia's economic achievements during 1990. (4

min: romanian 1600; anon: viet 1400)
80 64 anon on talks between bush and mongolian president in Washington. (5

min: kor 0900)
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81 65 anon on mongolian ppl's rev party delegation's official visit to

beijing 28 jan-2 feb. (5 min: viet 1400)
82 ASIA/PACIFIC
83 66 "focus on asia and pacific": intw with mikhail kapitsa on gulf

situation (rpt enginter 251210> item 34 on 25 jan list); intw with kyle
(vilson), mbr australian embassy in moscovt marking australia day
celebrations 26 jan, noting meetings and sessions devoted to this
organized in ussr by ppl interested in australia, giving info on
soviet-australian contacts over recent years, highlighting trade and an
agmt on contacts between ppl and humanitarian coop during ryzhkov's visit
to australia (8.5 min); biragov on kabul's policy of mine clearance (rpt
enginter 251210, item 46 on 25 jan list); gennadiy vasilyev paying tribute
to republican day in India 26 jan, outlining soviet-indian contacts and
noting stands of two countries similar on highly acute inti crisis in gulf
area, quoting gorbachev's message to heads of many states on 17 jan in
this connection, euid shekhar's positive response, also recalling soviet
and Indian foreign ministers' dialogue in moscov 22 jan (3.5 min),
(enginter 0610)

84 67 "focus on asia": intw with kochetkov, soviet dpty defense minister,
head soviet delegation to dprk, noting differences in reunification
formulas between north, south (4 min, sent); anon on upcoming visit to

china by Indian ppl's rev party delegation. (5 min: kor 1100)
85 68 (dmitriy uzeyov) pravda on potential between ussr and se asian

countries, citing exchange of business delegations. (5 min: burm 1200)
86 69 corr intw with diddy hidayat, Indonesian chief delegate to moscow inti

consumer goods expo, on significance of this trade fair. (10 min, incl
music: indo 1100)

87 70 dmitriyev on nakayama visit to ussr, insisting that both nations should
look at complicated issue from world-wide position. (6 min, sent: jap
251200)

88 71 summary anon pravda on ussr's economic ties with niigata pref. (4 min:

jap 251000)
89 72 pravda corr manila dispatch on president aquino's political profile.

(8 min: viet 1400)
90 73 summary Izvestiya on aquino's political career. (5 min: mand 0700)
91 74 anon on deadlock in u.s. -Philippine negotiations on u.s. bases, (rpt

indo 241530, item 83 on 24 jan list) (thai 1300)
92 TB2701131991TAKE5
93 75 tass corr in bangkok reporting on rush to buy land in northern thailand

and its consequence. (3 min: camb 1100 lao 1330)
94 EAST EUROPE
95 76 aleksandr shakhin belgrade report on balkan foreign trade ministers

meeting, (rpt portbraz 252300, item 76 on 25 jan list) (Spanish 252100)
96 77 igor shamshin quoting col-gen eduard vorobyev, commander of soviet army

central group of troops, denying reports that soviet servicemen have been
selling weapons to Czechoslovak citizens. (250 text sent: tassr 1845)

97 78 "political dialogue": tatyana (koryagina), russian ppl's dpty,
economist, on her impressions of recent visit to Czechoslovakia and
difficulties of perestroyka in ussr. (15 min: hungarian 252000)

98 79 report on csfr plans to cope with oil problems under current
circumstances of gulf war. (3 min: romanian 1700)

99 MILITARY
100 80 joint press statement of ussr interior and defense ministries on law
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and order measures, incl joint military-army exercises, (c/r tv 251800,
item 78 on 25 jan list) (brief: viet 1200 1400 camb 1100 lao 1030 1330
burm 1200 indo 1100 thai 1300 hind 1200)

101 81 report on joint military-militia troops created to maintain order in

ussr cities in vake of gorbachev decree to withdraw 50 and 100 ruble
banknotes, asks is this a further move toward dictatorship in ussr. (3
min, sent: rossii 1100)

102 82 aleksandr tikhonov on creation of joint military-militia patrols in
major soviet cities, quoting yelena kuznetsova account of press conference
given in moscow given by sergey stankevich, yuriy luzhkov. (4 min, sent:
rossii 1247)

103 83 anatoliy bezuglov, president of an organization endeavoring to ensure
that all servicemen, of whatever nationality, who perished on soviet soil
during WII, receive a decent burial, denying that organization has any
connection with a firm called "ekho” which has been accused by kgb of
involvement in illegal dollar-ruble currency swap, mentioning that idea of
affording a decent burial to foreign soldiers does not please everyone in
ussr. (approx 350 words: tassr 1751)

104 84 "i serve the soviet union": kirn khukholev on withdrawal of soviet
troops from east european countries and their resettlement in territory of
ussr, incl intvw with corr vladimir stanovskiy giving account of his
visits to number of countries where soviet military withdrawal was taking
place, reviewing various problems associated with this, quoting intvw with
maj-gen matvey burIakov, c-in-c of western group of forces, embowered by
ussr govt in withdrawal of soviet troops from germany (one min) (5 min);
anon on army facing many problems with desertion being near top of list,
giving account of group of armenians who deserted and recaptured in a
freight car near tula, quoting from intvws with deserters who say they are
being well-treated, quoting their commander that no charges are being made
against young men (15 min); army archivist section": intvw with dpty
director of central state archives of soviet army on documents contained
in archives on civil war, noting documents showed that both sides in civil
war loved their counjtry equally (10 min), (home 1515)

105 SPACE
106 85 anon on world Interest in siting of ufo. (rpt kor 191330, item 72 on

19 jan list) (kor 1330)
107 86 "moscow mailbag"" replying to listeners' questions on life and career

of space rocket designer sergey korolov. (rpt englnter 192000, item 73 on
19 jan list) (enginter 2000)

108 NATIONALITIES
109 87 anatoliy potapov on nato's reaction to events in baltic republics.

(rpt enginter 241210, item 95 on 24 jan list) (jap 251000)
110 TB2701132091TAKE6
111 88 Vladislav solovyev on situation in baltic republics, (rpt enginter

251210, item 87 on 25 jan list) (enginter 0000 Spanish 252100 arable
251600 hungarian 252000 hind 1200 urdu 1100)

112 89 review of letters to gorbachev expressing concern about country's
destiny following events in baltic republics, (rpt enginter 251810, item
88 on 25 jan list) (portbraz 0000)

113 90 sergey vorobyev on foreign and soviet concern over growing displays of
nationalism, separatism and centerist forces in soviet republics, noting
separatist sentiments are inevitable in multlnatl ussr in view of
artificial ideology aimed at serving rigid centralism, outlining
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gorbachev's stmt on events in baltic areas, quoting pravda and

nesavisinaya gazeta in response (2 min), stressing need for a referendum

on issue, claiming a coordinated stand of national president and

republican leaders could lead to stabilization of situation. (4.5 min:

enginter 1210 1510 1810 2110 Spanish 2100 arabic 1500 persian 1500

bulgarian 1600 romanian 1700 polish 1600 serbo 2000 mand 1000 1400 viet

1400 lao 1030 burm 1200 1430 indo 1100 thai 1300$ anon: spanla 2300 kor

1100)
114 91 andrey trapezhnikov tallinn dispatch on situation in estonia, recalling

25 jan meeting between reps of estonian parliament and govt and strikers,

pointing out results of meeting are not yet available, stressing estonian
leadership is in principle prepared to agree to talks and even to a

compromise. (6 min, sent: mayak 0820)
115 92 andrey trapezhnikov tallinn report on problems resulting from money

exchange, mentioning strikes continuing in some factories, also noting
continuing problems re questions of call-up. (4 min: hone 1732)

116 93 inard skujins riga dispatch recalling gorbunov/rublks meeting with
gorbachev 22 jan, quoting rublks statement on results of meeting published

today. (3 min mayak 0850)
117 94 galina kuchina/valeriy zaytsev riga dispatch on reps of all militia

sub-units of republic's capital demanding resignation of latvla's Internal

affairs minister aloiz vaznis, noting this is reelected in resolution
adopted at 25 jan meeting. (500 text sent: tassr 1040)

118 95 gerasinov video report from lithuania, mentioning shooting incident.

(3 min: tv 251800 1530)
119 96 gerasimov video report on situation in lithuania, noting general calm

over past 24 hours although military still patrolling some sites, quoting

press conference by forum of intelligentsia of baltic- states and of

russia, during which an appeal was issued protesting against rebirth of

dictatorship. (3 min: tv 1800)
120 97 yan bartosh Vilnius report **vhy did kazimiera prunskiene go abroad?”

reviewing tiesa article by prunskiene setting out movites for her action.

(400 tassr 1618)
121 98 reports on studio phone-in with rsfsr prime minister silayev answering

questions from viewers on various topical issues. (40 min, excerpts sent:

tv 1106; 200 text sent: tasse 1712 tassr 1331)
122 99 anon on rsfsr parliament's debates on events in baltic republics

quoting (indistinct) democratic russia dpty (one min), and dpty dmitriy

(volkogonov) (1.5 min), mentioning first draft of stmt on baltic events

was sent back to cowission, but redrafted version was not adopted either,

stressing debate on baltic republics will continue next week. (5.5 min:

frenchinter 251800)
123 100 Intvw with (name indistinct) ppl's dpty explaining issues to be

discussed in session of rsfsr congress of ppl's deputies, incl maintaining

stable life for ppl in econ transitional period. (6 min: kor 0900)

124 101 anon on changes in rsfsr, citing intvw with russian dpty on rsfsr

declaration of sovereignty. (6 min: mand 0700)

125 102 ”russia's parliamentary herald”: rasul mikhailov, russian ppl's dpty

conducts discussion with three military deputies, aleksey tsarev,

aleksandr rudskoy and anatolly bugrimov, on events in lithuania,
highlighting role of army in recent events and in other previous

conflicts, too, questioning logic in using troops against civil

disturbances. (14 min: tv 1415)
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126 103 "welcome to our home": yiannis mitropoulos and anna benaki featuring
life and work of moiseyev family in moscov. (rpt greek 181730» item 121
on 18 Jan list) (greek 2000)

127 TB2701132191TAKB7
128 SOVIET ECONOMY
129 104 Vitaliy gurov on 25 Jan being last day of current soviet financial

reforms, (rpt enginter 251210, item 25 Jan list) (enginter 0000 portbraz
0000 Spanish 252100 hungarian 252000; anon: mand 252200)

130 105 roundup reports on progress of money exchange operation, noting govt
prolongs period for pensioners to exchange money, (c/r tv 251800, item
112 on 25 Jan list) (3 min: tv 1530)

131 106 gorbachev decree on measures to promote struggle against economic
sagotage and other economic crimes. (600 text sent: tassr 1735 tv 1800;

300 text: tasse 1915; one min: enginter 2000 2100 spanla 2300 Spanish 2100
greek 2000 serbo 2000; brief: enginter 2300)

132 107 soviet statistics cmtee report on soviet economic crisis worsening.
(300 text sent: tasse 0934)

133 108 valeriy kiosa criticizing way in which money exchange has been carried
out, noting following ussr cabinet of ministers statement extending money
exchange period for pensioners is entering deciding phase. (5 min, sent:
home 1732)

134 109 Vladimir korablev report from moscow rayon dpty's commission for
exchange of bank-notes, quoting chmn of rayon exec cmtee that task of
exchanging bank-notes has been fulfilled in rayon, dispelling rumors that

state will only change 1,000 rubles. (5 min: hone 2000)
135 110 vitally gurov on events of last week in ussr when 50 and 100 ruble

notes were withdrawn and replaced, noting replacement of notes is an
attempt to deal a blow on shadow economy, quoting prime minister pavlov on
this, quoting mp (peskov) on two main aims of excahnge, mentioning leaders
of internal affairs ministry say exchange dealt a tangible blow on black
market dealers, stressing that operation should be well organized to
protect honest ppl. (3.5 min: enginter 1210 1510 1810 2110 Spanish 2100
arabic 1500 polish 1600 serbo 2000 bulgarian 1600 romanian 1700; anon:
spanla 2300)

136 LIFE IN USSR
137 111 "soviet panorama", (rpt enginter 232000, item 132 on 23 Jan list)

(enginter 2000)
138 112 "ussr today": soviets send letters to gorbachev on baltic states (3.5

min); (chankov) on rsfsr supsov session held in moscow on political
situation in baltic states (4.5 min); iea holds seminar in kiev on inti
survey of chernobyle nuke disaster (3 min). (11 min overall: mand 1300)

139 113 "various aspects of soviet life": intvw with (viktor stefanov),
(karelia) assr supsov chmn, explaining structure of rsfsr national state
(6 min); intro to exhibition of (kalin) war victims (6 min); intro to
architectures of old russia (7 min), (kor 0900)

140 114 "glimpses of soviet land": corr intvw with soviet ppl's dpty on new
union treaty' yuriy rogachev report on land reforms in ussr' corr report
on meeting organized in moscow friendship hall pegged to 10-day program on
Indian republic day. (20 min overall: hind 1200; 15 min: tamil 1400)

141 115 "before and after midnight": incl film sequence giving Lithuanian and
Latvian tv footage of events in nilnius and riga (3 min); molchanov studio
discussion with film director elem klimov, writer ion drutse and publicist
yegor yakovlev, chief editor moskovskiye novosti, discussing problems in
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film-making, scoring restrictions placed on film crews covering baltic
events while paying tribute to cameraman who died there (14 min); archive
footage of civil war which began after bolshevik's seized power, followed

by molchanov commentary on peace decree of 1917 amd its consequences (12

min); dictionary definition of "money" followed by vox pop Intvws with ppl

in street in moscow on what they can buy with ruble (8 min); review of

entertainment provided at 60th anniv of moskovskiye novosti (4 min); Intvw

with u.s. actress nastasia kinski on her likes and dislikes followed by
clips from her films (22 min), (tv 2042)

142 116 report on work of fund established to support Ukrainian church and
national awareness. (3 min: bulgarian 1600)

143 117 misc internal ussr items: 37: global 8 sov 5 eur 1 latam 3 mideast 2

asc 2 asnc 16
144 POOR: enginter 251930 czech/slovak 251800 polish 1600
145 PART MISSED: enginter 2200 (endall) 26 Jan 91
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